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Race relation drama International week promotes unity
focus of forum
By NICOLE COWARD

j

of oar acting students were in the

B SUSAN WITTSTOCK

audience. - Just her body language

The stage of McGaw Chapel was
transformed into a Broadway setfor

for creating an image was impressive." McCall also pointed out. "A
few months ago you would have
paid $40 or S50 for mis perfor-

lastnight'sFcrmTtaprerntarknof
Anna Deavere Smith's Tires in the

SusanHgge,6eanoffactuty.said,

amazed me was the way that she
was able to in-habit the char
acter. She had
sense of mat
a ' "The bigger you make
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"One of the ways mat Smith

Smith performed the piece alone,
portraying 29 people involved in

Heights,

Student Affairs. International week,
ts
sponsored by the International
Association, began Nov.7and
will end Sunday. Tor such a small
college, we have a very high percentage of international students.
We want to raise awareness of IS A
and lo educate the community about
various ethnicities through displays
and workshops," said Choudhury.
The week began Monday with
Europe Day, which included a fair
and a dancing workshop, featuring
Scottish and Romanian dances, in
Lnminita
the Lowry Pit.
Gherman 97 said of participation,
"It wasn't quite what we'd hoped
for, but the people who were involved were very enthusiastic and
helpfuL- - Michelle Larock '97. a
participant in the day's events, said,
"I think it went really welL We
gathered various things to display
for the fair, and the dancing workshop in Lowry Pit was great--"
Tuesday's Africa Day, featured a '?
bazaar including flags from Kenya,

mance.''

Moron Grown Heights, Brooklyn
and Other Identities,"

hood.

"The purpose of International
Week is to celebrate international
diversity," said Sarah Choodhury,
intern at the Office of International
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Students atop by a display at the Asian bazaar set spin Lowry as
part of International Week.

ally good turnout for the bazaar in and the photos on display were esthe morning and afternoon. A lot of pecially appreciated. And the Fopeople also showed up for the In-- rum with Anna Deveare Smith was
huge LtaiCLAsked about her feel-in1ian nance Workshop; since it was
on the day, Powell said, "I
held in the Fit it attracted a lot of
' attention.: The marriage ceremony
really enjoyed looking around myTanzania, Ethiopia, Uganda and
self, andlevenlearnedafew things."
well,
and
Swaziland. Participant Liya Aklilu had a lot of participants as
The "grand finale," in the words
throughout
stayed
Americans
96 said, "There wasagreat turnout two
ir
Julie Yeager '97, will be
of
it,"
enjoyed
people
lot
think
a
of
during
was
I
since
it
for the bazaar,
Cultural Night starting at 6:30 Sunlunch so a lot of people noticed the Khanna said.
night at Lowry Pit "It's sort of
day
The last day with a continent
display. I think this day was better
talent show. Various internaa
like
Day.
Arnericas
Thursday,
than it has been in the past because theme was
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was
'98
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more
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mere were
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with
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the
The
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organized."
well
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and
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We
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Asia Day, held Wednesday, was guages workshop didn't go
It will tie everything
formances.
turnout
had
a
nice
well, but the fair
together."
displays.
see
the
by
came
to
Many
Vivek Khanna 98. "We hadare-

American, was killed by a car in a question and answer session at the
- rabbi's motorcade, instigating me , reception held in Frtedlandcr The; subsequent stabbfngby black yotghs ; atre, Smirli commented on the ways
rabbinical student Yankel her play relates to the theme of
"Knowledge, Power and ResponsiRoseabaum.'
bility." She felt that a. physicist,
moMV
'v fotfr pTMnted
logues she collected in interviews Aaron Bernstein, represented in her
with both blacks and Jews involved play spoke most directly to knowlin the situation. She performed a edge. The physicist explained how
wide range of characters, ranging errors in construction can lead
from a black female rapper to a distortions in minors and lenses and
Jewish Rabbi to the father of the thai the rigger the lens, the more
child killed and the brother of the apparent the distortion. Smith said,
"The bigger you make your scope,
student stabbed.
Raymond McCaU, professor of
theatre andEnglish, said,4! hope all
. please see FIRE, page 2
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Astroriomldtentify star 56 million light years away
By GAY AN BANDARA

many years." said Morse.

Peter A. Morse, visiting assistant
professor of physics, lectured on
recent advances toward the edge of
the universe at the Women In Science forum Monday. The lecture
dealt mainly with the findings of the
Hubble Space Telescope, v
The telescope, which cost $L5
billion from its conception to it's
launch into space, was put intoorbit
in 1990. Tt was in great demand by
astronomers around the world for

overtelescopesonEarmuthaltbere
is no atmosphere to hinder its observations, explained Morse. Earth's
atmosphere reflects a great deal of
the fight from outer space and detail
is inevitably lost when fight travels
through the atmosphere.
"A large number of organizations
had signed up for observation time
on Hubble years before it was put
into orbit" said Morse.
"The lens, whichfaappraumately

Feature

2.4 meters in diameter, is the most
perfectever made," said Morse. But
it was not perfect enough.
"During the polishing of the lens

The advantage that Hubble has

A&E

page 6

The chance to
:
drive the
wienennobfle

.

it had been ground by 2 microns
two millionths of a meter more
than it should," said Morse. This

--

seemingly minute error caused the
pictures taken by Hubble to be out
of focus. The error was recently
corrected by an elaborate operation
in space involving 12 crew members. The astronauts corrected the
defectby attaching a correcting lens
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in front of Hubble's lens. They also
corrected a series of other defects in
the telescope to make it fully functional.
Hubble has now been fully operative for several months. Among the
interstellar objects that Hubble focused on was me Galaxy NGC The
core of mis galaxy was believed to
be a black hole of massive dimensions. A black bole is a collapsed
star with such a great density that its
gravitational field can only be escaped by moving faster than the

Sports
Scot football
team downed
by Kenyon

page 12

SDeedof

lieht

Albert Einstein theorized that
speeds greater than the speed of
light are unattainable. Thus,
the gravitational field
of a black hole, not even light explained Morse.
Morse explained thatastronomers
were able to confirm their theories
about thcNGC galaxy by using pictures sent back by Hubble. They
were able to prove that the black
noth-ingcanes-

car

please see UNIVERSE, page 2

Viewpoints
Editorials, cartoons,
columns and letters to
the editor
page 4
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News Briefs

Universe
continued from frontpage

NATIONAL

Kormia: In Cfclificraia,

Proposition 187, which cut off illegal aliens to

sate educational, health and welfare program, passed by a aolid margin.

n
lawsuits were already being filed id
Wednesday morning,
block: the proposition from taking effect.
WICKLIFFE, OhkK A former student at Wickliffe High Schcot killed
a custodian and wounded three others when he opened fire with a
weapon in the school on Monday. The alleged gunman.
Keuh Ledeger, was wounded and faces murder charges.
WASHINGTON, D.C: The Fedaral Aviation Adniinistration Wednes-da- y
banned mease of autopilot on ATR-7- 2 aircraft flying in icy conditions.
aircraft, was the model that crashed
a twin engine turbo-pro- p
The ATR-7in northern Indiana OcL 31, killing all 68 people aboard. Safety officials
say mat icing problems might have been noticed earlier if American Eagle
flight 4184 had been under manual controL
girl was killed Wednesday when
WEST MONROE, La A
her father accidentally shot her with a 357 caliber pistol at close range,
according to the Ouachita Parish Sheriff! Office. Matilda Kaye Crabtree
was fatally wounded when she jumped out of a closet to yell "boo" at her
dad. a practical joke she had played often. Her father. Bobby Crabtree. was
not expecting her to be home, and got his gun after he beard a noise from
the back of his house. No charges have been filed.
class-actio-

semi-antoma-

37-year--

tic

cJd

2,

14-year--

old

bole was spewing out two massive
jets of debris into space. The two
jets of debris collect into pool-liformations m space and show op as
objects when viewed by telescopes
on the Earth. Hubble was able to
take pictures that clearly showed
two jets of debris streaming from a
black center where there appeared
to be nothing.
Hubble also allowed astronomers
their first clear view of an extremely
distant start named Ml 00. This star,
which was calralatrrt to be 56 million light years away, is the most
distant star ever identified.
Using the star, astronomers were
ke

able to calculate the age of the universe to be over 12 billion years.
This agreed with current theories,
which bold mat the age of the universe is between 10 and 15 billion
years, Morse said.
In addition to the Hubble telescope and its discoveries. Professor
Morse discussed the recent collision of the ShoemakerTLevy com'
with Jupiter. He claimed the colli
sion to be only the second observed
collision between two astronomical
objects. The first was a collision of
an object with the moon sometime
near 100 AD, the authenticity of
which was confirmed by the fact
that people in China and in Europe
observed such a phenomenon at the

same time.
"At the time of the collision practically every observatory on Earth
was focused onJupiter."said Morse.
He explained that Shoemaker
Levy's previous passes bad gotten
too close to Jupiter, causing the
planet's gravitational field to break
the comet into a series of fragments.
The lecture ended with a discussion on contemporary ideas of the
age of the universe. The universe
was estimated to be two billion yean
old until the discovery of rocks on
Earth dating back four billion years
changed it
Another theories bad claimed the
age oftbe universe to be 200 billion
years old.
.

Fire

ration in this year's "Knowledge.
and Responsibility; Moving
Power
INTERNATIONAL
into the 21st Century" series. Figge
the better, if only for the reason that you can have power unless indisaid. "I would say it was one of the
it shows yon what your errors are ... viduals take responsibility.'
AMMAN, Jordan: King Hussein is sealing peace with Israel. Hussein
Smith was drawn to the Crown highlights of the season. ... What
is
the
really
calling
for
what
he's
flew to the banks of the Sea of Galilee Thursday to meet Israeli Prime
Heights conflict because "I had never
the forum means finally to me, is
clarity of difference."
n
Minister Yitzhak Rabin and exchanged copies of the historic
seen anything as graphic in my life. that it is possible to view the world,
power
Smith
"is
about
felt
that
Peace Treaty.
two groups of people feeling This particular story was a story that as one person, through many differegmlaa: Sarajevo is being hit with the worst disempower.SARAJEVO, Boaaia-H- q
- The power of who is
interested me because I could really red eyes and that'smoreapart of the
artillery fire since February this week. The attack comes after a strong
exsee
two different sides." Smith por- largeness of the lens that she reseen."
She
who
is
beard
and
BosnianCroatian surge in the ongoing war. The UN is now debating the
both sides in the play and their ferred to." She went on to comment
trays
Jews
how
and
plained
the
the
both
lifting of the Arms embargo on Bosnia.
conflicting viewpoints withon the Forum series as a whole.
often
"fete
the
conflict
involved
blacks
in
increase
MOSCOW: A gasoline shortage is Russia has caused a d
making
"Many d? ff frrnt i mnn got p r ,y "tfd
any
commentary
her
out
was
of
beard
more."
She
other
the
lines. The shortage, which is
gas prices and mile-loin
own,
in a lot of different formats. We. had
anonymous
allowing
participants
to
the
boys
the
one
quoted
of
being blamed on corrupt government officials, is in its 12th day.
audi-en- ce
very different media and yetajl of.;
speak
for
themselves
and
as
the
in
blacks
play,
know
"I
in
the
Italy: Flooding caused by storms and heavy rains in the Po Valley of Grown Heights, our
own
draw
them we. saw as cpfmected & jeacft
their
to
words
conclusions.
don't
northern Italy baa caused 58 deaths and left more than 9,000 home lew,
other."
.
play
Smith
"Everyone
in
the
T;t:.-- t
mean nothing." and pointed out that
said.
MEXICO CITY: A McDonald's restaurant in Mexico City was ranSmith, an award-winniactress
than
teUs
I
better
story
much
were
the
similar
made
by
statements
sacked and vandalized by about 40 masked men in protest of California's
and came and playwright, received an Obie
are
artimlaf
They
could.
r
Jews.
Proposition 187. No injuries were reported.
to their own clarity in telling the Award and a drama Desk Award
Smith stated that. "Responsibilstories. ... Speaking teachesus what and was a finalist, for the 1993
very
issue,"
big
is
ity
a
admitted,
but
National and frfmarinnal news briefs compiled by AARON RUPERT
Pulitzer Prize in Drama for Tires in
we know."
through
gone
really
haven't
this
"I
with information from The New York Times
President Henry Copelandfeb the the Mirror." Her performance in
play looking for the theme of reWoosterwas underwritten byagrant
Forum was "an unforgettable expesponsibility J."
She did say. "I think everyone rience, and it certainly fits in with from the Julia Shoohoy Halloran
Fund.
takes a responsibility in that they the issues students have been wresA car was damaged in the Wagner parking lot Nov. 6. The leftrear window
Seminar. ...
deeply feel these issues of race. tling within First-Yewas smashed by an unknown object Estimated damage is $75. Nothing They fed a responsibility to
It will help in wrapping up the
Jennifer Schupska contributed
was taken from the vehicle and there are no suspects.
dealing
this article. Some information
issues
with."
they've
to
been
She put this into the context
A female student reported being followed on Unrversity Ave. Wednesday of power within a society by asking.
provided by News Services.
The Forum was the final presen- afternoon by a suspicious individual staring at her from a vehicle. No
criminal offense was committed, according to Captain Don Edwards of the
Wooster Police Department, but a suspect has been traced through the
license plate number, and police are monitoring the situation. The student
1995
had filed a complaint in April regarding the same suspect, but no criminal
the
attempting
said
police are
offense was committed. Edwards
to contact

"How do we become functioning

continued from front page
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Buy YOUR copy of
INDEX
the
next Thursday and
Friday in Lowry!!

suspect

International
Programs Office
Program
of the Week

$25 or $28

personalized

w UptownDowntown
Mill

A

ANTIQUE

A

ARTISAN EUPORIUU

Large selection of quality antiques.
Over 30 dealers in SjOOO sq.ft. building.
Resale Boutique

Jewelry

216262-973- 5
Daily
Sun. 12--5
215 W. Liberty Street Wcxwter, Ohio 44691
10--6,

"...

""j.itpfcg

Open House
Overhoh House B Sl B

m

1473

BmQAn.

WooMr.CteoJ
9 &jb.m9 bj
Sm, Nov. 20. 1994

Visit the Historic Overbolt House
Bed and Breakfast decorated for
Christmas. The public is invited
free of charge.

Institute of European Studies
Durham, England
Come ask questions, gather

information
going to or from lunch
Friday, Nov. 18
.

Lowry Lobby

11 a.m.

to

1

p.m.
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fce addressed Council to
SGA attendence
problems)
-

By MEREDITH SPUNGIN

Poor attendance records have
promptedan examination of the Sta-deGovernment Association's
policy on attendance and tardiness
issues, wimsn official policy to be
developed by the membership committee next week.
The issue was brought up by an
address Wednesday to the senate by
Shannon Sheehan '95, vice presi-dent

nt

of student affairs. The address
specifically concerned the lack of
attendancx at the Nov.4 meeting for
ad-hcommittee chairpersons,
to appraise Sheehan of the
cormnittres progress and accomplishments.
in-tend-

oc

ed

"Obviously, yon most have forgotten why you ran for senate and
what yon were set out to do,"
Sheehan said. She suggested bringing op the names of absent members
to the membership comminee, which
has the right to expel a cabinet or

senate member;
According to Dan Ephraim 95,
SOA president, the organization
does not have an official policy regarding attendance. "In the past,
there had been an oral policy, nothing written down," he said. He said
-mat this baa led to problems and
issues that need to be dealt with."
He stated mat the membership committee win meet in a closed session
nextTuesdaytodiscussanewpoUcy.

The incident has been one in a
series of events concerning attendance for SOA members. Brad
Dixon '95, SGA treasurer, announced Nov. 2 that he will be unable to attend Wednesday SGA
meetings due to academic conflicts.
Senator Susan Knchta 97 said
that she did not see a problem with
Dixonmissing the Wednesday meetings because bis main responsibility
as the chair of the Funding Allocations Committee is over. She also
stated that Dixon cannot vote on any

.

idea to allow the senate and cabinet
to discuss the issue instead of the
senate being told what the conditions would be." He added, "All of
this is behind us now and we're
moving foward in a positive direction."
Feierstem apologized for his situation this week. "I would like to
apologize not only to the cabinet
personal reasons including medical
problems. Feierstem returned after and the senate, but to the whole
student body. I was elected to do a
three weeks.
job and have not been holding my
Senator Andrew Weaver '97 believed that the senate did not have a part of the bargain. If I have
chance to discuss Feierstein's re- inconvenced anyone I am sorry and
quest. 1 understand problems on a hope todo abetterjob in the future."
Ephraim said that he brought bom
personal level which interfere with
performance in an organization," he cases to the cabinet and senate because he thought it wasadecision in
said. "It is important to separate
from the organization when there which everyone needed to partake.
are conflicts. However, I feel on He stated that SGA will begin to
this particular issue, the senate look at issues of attendance, and
should have been involved in the when asked where SGA will draw
the line regarding excused and
decision making process concernbeen
unexensed absences, Ephraim said,
have
should
issue
the
ing how
dealt with. Itmay have been abetter "We are going to draw the line now."

issues brought up in the meetings
because cabinet members do not
vote, and therefore, his role might
not be as crucial as other members.
Also, on Oct. 10, Mackie
Feierstem 97, director of publicity
and chair of the public relations committee, asked the senate for an
leave of absence, doe to
in-defi-

nite

Election leads to GOP victory

Ohio Governor George Voinovich
being reelected with 72 of the vote,
The voting electorate sent a loud and George PataU defeating New
message to Clinton Tuesday, giving York Democrat Mario Cuomo.
uC4tio, BobTan woo the race for
theReouMkans control of the House
and the Senate. The Republicans Secretary of State, Betty Montgomgamctt over Sfrscaa. far more man ery me race for State Anorney Genpredicted, and over the 40 needed to eral, James Petro State Auditor and
gain the majority. Speaker of the J. Kenneth BlackweH is the new
House Thomas Foley was among State Treasurer. Allfour are Repubthe Democrats not reelected to a licans.
Local Ohio issues included the
House term. There was a net gain of
eight seats for the Republicans in victory of die four state issues on the
ballot, all amendments to the state
the Senate.
constitution. Issue four was one of
Speaker
new
the
and
Clinton
Bom
of the House Newt Gingrich have die more body debated races, as
voters repealed a $65 million soft
talked of compromise, but many podrink tax enacted in 1992. Some
litical analysts believe cooperation
pop tax could
said the
Congress.
will be tacking in the next
lead to hidden taxes on food.
Notable Senate results included
State issue one eliminated state
Democrat Chuck Robb's defeat of
appeals courts from
challenger Oliver North in Virginia
and Republican Mike DeWine's win cases, while issue two guaranteed
over JodHyattmOhkx Also.Demo-cra- t crime victims the right to take part
Dianne Feinstein edged out in prosecuting the offenders. The
passing of issue three put die state's
Michael Hnffington in California,
and longtime incumbent Edward prepaid college tuition program on
more sound footing, allowing parKennedy defeated Republican chaents to purchase prepaid college tuRomney
in
Mitt
llenger
By AARON RUPERT

would have raised the tax from the
Without the
current 1 to
increase, the city faces a $13 million doDar deficit in its 1995 budget.
The tax was expected to raise an

1.5.

Massachussetts.

The nation's gubernatorial races
also feU decidedly Republican, with

ty

Ift
--

V2
V

ition credits.
In Wooster, voters rejecfedaO.5
income tax increase. The measure

Just a reminder ...

By ZACHARY VEILLEUX
Vfertwvh fee mdrcinff

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

r pig tours the campus, stopping to
visit with current students outside of Lowry".
A prospective student

tnriAaif

of hazing on campus were discussed
m Campus tjouncu ruesaay.in response to lYesidem Copeland's concerns about new member education.
and, in a separate decision. Council
voted to begin examining possible
new procedures for informing advisors when a student is in danger
academically.
Among the suggestions made for
reducing hazing were:
Sending a letter to current and
prospective Greek members andor
their parents, stating the College's
procedures on hazing and its elimi- Increasing security patrol during new member education and encouraging Residential life staff to
patrol.
. Encouraging the report of inci--

oytfofhg""T"gmeh-od-s
of reporting, including the distribution of an anonymous form and
or establishing an

This mWpiggy

one-cent-a--can

death-penal-

additional $2 million for the city's
General Fund.
Some information for this article
from The Cleveland Plain Dealer
and The Daily Record.

examine
hazing,
advising

on-camp- us

hotline. ,..
Punishing violators of hazing
laws more severely.
Council made no actions on the
matter, but will continue to discuss
mccunga.
In mThmure
vrtte mnvrninv uttvWlt in
academic danger, which passed with
one opposition, indicates only that
Council plans to pursue the issue.
Council is especially interested in
members of organizations who may
be overextending themselves.
One alternative to be considered
wiU be to have all organizations
chartered by Council submit a list of
members. The lists would be compiled and forwarded to the Dean of
Students Office, which would check
them against academic records. Information about students whose
grades are dangerously low would
then be forwarded to academic advisors.
"It just gives the advisor more
information to help the student, and
as an advisor, I would welcome that
information," said Pam Frese, faculty representative to Council.

Com-Patt-ibl- es

If you picked up or were sent a
Resident Assistant application, it is due to the
Office of Housing and Residential Life
by 5 pjn. on Friday, Nor. 18, 1994.

Real Books
Real Feople
Mondjy-Sturcl-

y

Sunday

10--

9

.
Tour

...when mitids end imaginations meet
205 Waot Utorty StWooeter. Ohio
(216)262-1- 6

Gifts

149 N. Grant SL
Wooster

1- -5

The Wxster Book Company

We look forward to receiving your application.

Flowers &
:

all-occasi-

on

(216)264-865- 4

(800)7264654
florist.

discount given on
10ttudi
regular priced items picked up or

delivered in Wooster.
We wire flowers all over the world.
AM major credit cards accepted.

Matsos
Family Restaurant
154

W.Liberty
WMM

77m only place in
tn mtt a

all galaxies

matkai MOO.

Authentic Greek food. Gourmet
pizza, delicious desserts. 10
discount for students

.
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Wooster Insight

Where are the good writers?

"Writing at thisscool is getting tedder. Il teems ts if omchttDdentsbck
crJVghelcvel wort," Unfartimaigly. the quality
trifli
of the preceding sentences is becoming mere and more common ia student
p-trt-

wry

cppodlyhirepeciedlibeilrB

writing hereat Wooster. For sach a

to compose papers free from simple errors. The problem runs deeper with
a lack of ability to organize ideas into well sOTCtuVe&cobenAperagrarjns.
We could point oar finger at parents, schooUcrstndents themselves. It
isthefaultcf alLbralthefauttcfiione. Generally, students have neverbeen
taught how to write properly. Schools need to focus on the basics: reading,
the
Tmting and
College chooaes to continoe to admit snjdenawhoaesldIUarelackmg.it
is their responsibility to hich
to make competent writers oat of all students during their four years here.

art4"''

"

Cm

'

aajp-BBBB-BB-Baaaaa

,iVnheseikflls.If

Artistic, intellectual go together
The Voice commends the Office of the Dean of Students selection of
events for the 1994-9- 5 Wooster Forum Series, knowledge. Power &
Responsibility: Moving into the 21st Century." These events ranged from
traditional lectures to performances such as the Cleveland Orchestra
Concert, the Athena Tacha and Sarah Schiister exhibits and Anna Deavere
Smith's performance.
We believe me inclusion of artistic events such as these are beneficial to
the intellectual development of the student body. By the incorporation of
topics such as these, the Forum series camvates the swareriess of the fine
srts as a vital component of the liberal arts.

Letters

These vfewx represent the majority views of the tutorial
boord end not necessarily the views of the entire staff.

UttarkaCaiafc ZftchavVaman

Arhw

FNtelUMr

JmrnUrn Scfcafaka

IteUnUM

n

MikaHoaaaaaUar
imur. WgttaaR.
Taylor
n
IriiVnlfi
Caiaf Staff Wrkan Aiifci hmkm
ir-- r

rwrmhi liar;

message not

.

lEaWir AjhfcrVMhi
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Will oratory good;

lous.
I also want to defend the anger I
expressed in the Forum's question
As an excellent orator, George
and answer period. Neil Moore, in
Wfll
bad me ability to capture the
page,
Viewpoints
his letter to the
tflmtirwi
of those listening. . His
paper,
described
21
Oct.
in
the
As a member of the International also
'
speech addressed major issuesprtss)-in- g
Socialist Organization and apartici-pe- nt my actions as irresponsible, childthe American public today.
in the George Will protest. I ish and immature. As you might
However,
a person who listened
descripwim
bis
disagree
guess,
I
feel his important to address several
paid attention to his'
comclosely
and
a
accept
would
I
While
tion.
Wooster
The
statrarcnts made in
ment like "losing your cooT as subtleties, would notice the dispariVoice concerning the ISO's activity. IwfflbegmwimChrisSanyks friendly criticism, I fed myreaction ties in his argument. . ,
The assessment of the United
letter to the Viewpoints page in the was perfectly justified. For me, ex- -,
welfare system as "swallowStates
sexism,
anger
racism,
pressing
at
Oct. 21 paper.
In this letter, Sanyk accuses the hornophobia and class elitism is a ing the federal budget" must be reevaluated. He views it as a system
normal and humane response.
ISO of attempting to use "propaBeing employed at the Wooster that has paralyzed our government.
ganda and protest to censor their
political opponents." an approach Inn, the place which fed and boosed However, the federal debt should be
he describes as "closer to that fas- George Wfll during his stay, I know seen as the actual polarization of
firsthand the tfffValrrs working America. This debt was acquired
cism." Both of these accusations
are completely inaccurate. The ISO people have paying for their health during the 12 year period when the
care. I was mortified by Will's ReganBash, administration exm no way made any attempt to cen-scondescending attitude, that people ecuted the most massive cuts to the
meetings
WiU. Ia the planning
who have no health care do so by welfare system.
for the protest, we repeatedly upWiU's comments cn the "Crisis in
choice, not because they can't afheld Will's right to speak.
The ISO objected not to Will ford it. I was angered by bis hypco Education" were general and mis--,
takenry grouped aU public schools
speaking at the College, but to the risy.
WZ1 attacked government social in the same economic category. For
racist, sexist and hornophobic ideas
programs which aid single mothers, unjustified reasons, he con tends that
which he perpetrates. We also
the problem with education in pubbut later praised the pharmaceutical
lic schools does not lie in the availfederal
receives
which
industry,
payment of an extremely large
ability of moneys. One must look
research,
patents
the
its
for
sidies
rumored
money
Win,
to
amount of
Cleveland
tobe as high as$19JD00l This objec-tio-n resulting prochiCt.sr3rJlirhatrfod-oc-t no farther than inner-cit-y
back to the public fas a massive and its suburbs to observe the
uofbrtuoaldy received very little
stratification within ks school
press coverage. Our attempt to or- profit. And an the whfle, Wfll made
two-hoHis criticism of carnation's
systems.
period
money
in
a
more
W21
a
against
and
ganize a protest
Speak Out was to give students a than the vast majority of the children studying the "three R's"
racism, reproduction and recycfrsrum to exercise their right of free College's staff make in a year.
Ia closing, I find it unfortunste lings is shallow. Without a comspeech. The ISO's commitrnent to
free speechbcleartyaeenmthe fact mat more people didn't voice their prehensive understanding of these
anger against George WflL As more topics, how can we expect to rescue
that the Speak Out had a micropeople bufld a political alternative
phone open to both Will's oppoGeorge WiH was quick to point
to rarisra, sexism, hornophobia and
nents sod supporters.
Ia the light of these facts, Sanyk's an economic system based on ex- the finger ormainstream" America
comparison of our actions to that of ploitation, I believe there wfll be at "the family" for the cause of a
tfyincti0fi3J pfDCfBtion oocnpoffcd
fascism, a conservative political less at which to be angry.
movement which used violence and
please see LETTERS, pageS
IAN BURNS
murder to intimidate its opponents.
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Random thoughts on crowdsurting GOP gains legislative control

Is Generation Xfull of directionless slackers?
I had quite a time, this end of the week.
Besides it being one of my more free week-

ends notwithstanding the homeworkwhich
had been doe the Wednesday before and which
I had yet to complete 1 bad tworather prom-isievents lined up. the
m
Jesus and Mary Chain
KokKianGoh show on Saturday, and
Sugar on Monday. Potentially quite delectable occurrences. A significant portion of my weekend was thus
spent hanging over me barricade, arms length
way from the stack of speakers at the Agon
sage, getting to know, the place, air dank,
cigarette butts, weird and wonderful strangers
and their snippets of conversation.
1 like it there, pushed npagainstthe deafen-ta- g
wall of sound, roving masses behind. I'm
close to the stage, and far plough from the
center to actually enjoy (being close to the
stage and not worry abouVhaying a clumsy
boot shoved into your head from behind.
Almost in another world, and almost away
from the tumultthat has become an institution
of deviant pop culture, that is, rnoshing, and
its even more annoying subsidiary, crowd-surfin-g.
ng

During Magnapop's opening for Sugar,
three little boys-i-nd
little boys they were,
scrawny things in shorts -ieleven, twerve-is-h,
nsist on involving themselves in dropping

over and over onto the bare concrete between
the stage and the barricade, choosing not to
notice bow hard the floor actually is, bounc- yputh energy.

Tin really not saying that it's wrong, this

thing. Just that it's stupid.
Even more so now that I've convinced myself
that some people go to shows every week just
to mosh and surf and die. If you're spending
half your time at concerts maneuvering over
others, generally making a fool of yourself,
what does it matter whether it's Bad Religion
or the Indigo Girls up on stage? Biohazard or
the Benedictine Monks of wherever they're
from? Those who recall the They Might Be
crowd-surfi-

ng

continued from page 4

of children born to unwed mothers.
His failure to mention the lack of
male hrvorvement insinuates a sexist view. In contrast, his roots in
traditional white America have
played a domineering role in the
dysfunctional society which he
speaks of. Moreover, lie labels this
section of his speech as the "Crisis
of the Family,'' which highlights the
negative stereotypes of Black family hff in America. His support of a
decreased welfare system and the
resignation of local power to the
federal level are the same culprits of
the current breakdown in the
family." .
-All-

-American

Those who listened closely should

.have concluded that Will's assessment, of .American society today,

.xrJyexpkxedtfiesurfrooftte
'
km. let males off the hook and lacked
- sufficient

solutions to his concerns.

AYES HA BELL'97
GREGORY SIMMONS '95

Tuesday night, I watched the impossible happen; the Republicans, in one fell swoop, took
the House, the Senate and most of the major Gubernatorial races.
In New York, the most liberal state of the union. Republican George Patau defeated long
time symbol of good ol liberalism, Mario Cuomo. Governor Ann Richards of Texas, who
' ,
said in the!992 presidential campaign that George Bush was "born with a silver foot in his
selves to what?
Pre.amisinforncTeaturehaulshim-sel-f mouth,"lostadose race toone of Bush's sons, George W. (elephants have long memories).
The last time the, Republicans controlled the House of Representatives was 1934.
over the last of the audience, succumbs to
Tom Foley not only lost the Speaker's chair to the Republicans, he got his own
Speaker
rolls
gravity, bounces on a propped
"
Houseseatyankedoutfromunderhim. The last time a sitting speaker
over momentarily, smashes into the side of
was defeated was in 1860, before the Civil Wart As my friends and
the stage, and is duly picked up by Mr. SecuAaron itupen j watehed
Rather tell us of the Republican triumphs, some
rity.
. .
-.
television
while others danced around the television
screamed
the
Megaat
Blue eyes glazed, blond hair lank,
tatieied, steps faltering, basebafl set in a joyous circle. When the yelling and dancing concluded, one phrase was said in
deau
cap where? baseball cap missing (1) (this unison Gridlock, Gridlock, Gridlock!!!
'
But the most important thing about the Republican sweep was not the naysayers
next part in slow motion it's wonderful)
gridlock, but the shift of ideas in America. Throughout my lifetime, the main
preaching
in
BlueEyes turns to face the crowd, chest out
rather odious pride and raises his arms in ideas and ydntinna pmprw! in the nation have been liberal ones: the bills pushed, debated
triumph, in jubilation, in conquest of Rachel and passed have been written by Democrats. Tuesday night, all of that changed.
Now the bills passed by Congress wiU be Republican ones; the ideas that will be debated
Felder, author of an otherwise
an
in the coffee houses and college classrooms will be conservative solutions. No longer will
attempt at making postmodern sense out of
inherently senseless pop culture, 'Manic Pop the Republicans be yelling into the strong liberal wind fighting to get their ideas out.
Omton is now in a very weak position. Hejust lost the enure legislative branch. But more
Thrill, makes a contemplatable point: "For
music that confronts, dares and attacks its important was the scope and the message of the loss. Most pundits believed that the
audience with volume and speed, there is no Republicans would gain 20 to25 House seats; 40 was needed foraraajority.andwhenlwent
dance more appropriate than slamming," hav-m- g to bed at 330 Wednesday inorning, the Republicans had gained 5 1 House seats and none
previously defined 'slamming' as the punk of the Republican incumbents in the House. Senate or Governors' Mansions had been
one. The
vote, it was a strong
dffratrd This was not an
precursor to nineties rnoshing.
House;
the GOP
won
they
the
would
Republicans
do
if
what
the
knew
with
American
people
pounds
out
But while Bob Mould
frightening intensity his frantic riffs, while spelled it out in their Contract for America, (a document one should read if one wants lo
William Reid of Mary Chain fame hunches in know where this country will be moving in the future.) and the American people approved
'almost profound concentration before his it The rpa"dptf-- of the people is strongly with the Republicans.
threatening tn
Now gridlock can very easily destroy Clinton. The people of this nation have put the
VnrtAnll tarfr faarfharfc
Republicans
in to do ajob, and if Clinton does n compromise, he wiU be the obstn
such
equate
profane
ears,
seems
to
rip off
it
After40 years of liberal rule in the House which has virtuaDy bankrupted the country.this
focused passion with the wayward dysfuncvictory should not be much of a surprise. But finally, the scales have turned. Instead of
tion mat embodies rnoshing and crowd-surfin-g.
seeing the few bigoted militants who easily capture the attention of the popular media, the
' It will take more man the occasional good American people wffl see the sifeoftheRepuW
weekend to relieve myself of the feeling that the country's woes. The people wfll see the Republicans trying to cut wasteful government
the silliness ofa section of society, into which spending, attempting significantly to shrink government, and giving power to local and
yfyjft OvcrniDcnt
I am invariably heaped, isjustifying the accuare
This is not all roses for Speaker Newt Gingrich and the Republicans either, tbeyhaveto
we
that
accusation
sation of the rest, the
directionless slackers. The group has been propose their ideas before the people. But after 40 years, the Republicans are ready. The
GOP has been waiting for this moment in history for such a long time, they win not let it
coined "Generation X." as Douglas Coupland
say,
slip out of their fingers. The American people have just said: it is time to give the
will have it. Screw Douglas Coupland, I
Republicans
a chance, and they are going to get it Our nation has just moved from liberal
me
on
that
and you can quote
to conservative in one night, a switch that is long overdue.
KokKianGoh is an editorial
Aaron Rupert is a staff writer for the Voice.
writer for the Voice.
Giants show on the Quad last .year know
exactly what I mean. Some people want to
enjoy a show; others- - want to prove them-

;

.

2-by-

-4,

T-sh- irt

Is government
brainwashing us?
They're bramwashing us. Bythem
I don't necessarily mean the college
professors. I mean the government
and religion. As the artists in
Queensryche so gallantly put it Tin
bent on submission, religion is to
blame..." I could not agree more.
The government, which is supposedly a democracy, rather a republic, is supposed to be against
discrimination, yet theSurgeon General is trying to ban smoking, period. That is an outright blatant
example of discrimination. Worse
yet, by doing so she is trying to take
away our right to choose, granted it
is a choice, literally, between life
and a slow death by cancer. All in
all, we still should have that choice
even if it kills us.
Religion is brainwashing us by
trying to make us servants of God,
by preaching that if we don't follow
Him we are damned. Not all of us

over-analyt-ic

anti-incumb- ent

Letters
believe that there isagod, and who's
to say he exists. Religion could just
be a farce, perpetrated by power
hungry, greedy little minds. Worse,
it could even be controlled by the
government.
We HAVE to protect our rights!
We cannot let government rule our
personal lives and make us change
what we do in our homes, if it is not
affecting others. If we want to smoke
and not believe in God. what right
do government and religion, respectively, have to brainwash us to make
us change these personal preferences? None. We are citizens in a
free country, and therefore we have
every right to protect our ideals and
personal preferences. Therefore I
say to all of you who didn't register
to vote or have not voted, I encourage you to do so.
Voting is both a right and a privilege that our forefathers gave us.
We must vote to protect the ideals
that were put into the constitutions
to make us the first democracy that
encompassed, in the end, women

and other minorities. Once more I
say to you, do not let them brainwash us. Vote.
Vote and protect our rights as
Americans!
JERlEkfY ALAN PLOTHN '98

Librarians here
to help
When! read Robin Oswald's edi
torial, "My Wonderful Day at the
Library" in the Oct 28 issue, I felt
really sorry that she hadn't come to
me or one of the other librarians
when she couldn't find the book that
shVneeded, rather man "creatively
updating" the data for her paper (is
that anything like "making up" the
data?).

Not that we could necessarily have
found the missing book but since
she kindly put the call number in her
editorial, I looked for it too, and it's
still missing. But we might have
found it
Failing that, we could have put in

pro-Republi-

can

a search request for it, noted in the
catalog that it was missing, ordered
a replacement copy (which I've now
done), gotten it for her through
andor helped her to
locate her data somewhere else.
Yes, sometimes the book you want
isn't on the shelf and isn't checked
catalog is
out either. (Our
noncommittal as to whether it's reIn-terlibrary-

Loan,

on-li-

ne

ally there, saying only, "Check
shelf.")
Maybe it's been misshelved. or
someone is using it somewhere in
the building without having checked
it out. or it's just been returned and
is waiting to be reshelved. or it's
been stolen (yes, book theft DOES
happen at Wooster). If you don't
want to choose a different topic,
alternative is to ASK
your next-be- st
A LIBRARIAN FOR HELP. .
Then, if we don't do everything
we can to meet your need, you can
always write your editorial.
DAMON HICKEY
Director of Library
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Feature
'Who says there aren't goodjobs for liberal arts majors?'
7

By AARON SXRYFSXI
Did yotarnxxa want you to grow

opto be president? Actually , mine
didn't. She wanted her precious
baby to be an international lawyer,
with a business degree to boot When
I was 11. it didn't seem Eke a tall
order, bat how times have changed,
Part of the road to "careerdom" is
an internship. There are all kmds of
internships oat there, from pouring
coffee to making copies. Either
way. you are sore to spend a semester, or maybe even a. year, doing
something truly meaningful, like
licking envelopes.
d
So as you send your
resume out to IBM, Procter &
Gamble or The Smithsonian, stop
and think about your childhood.
Remember the hours in front of the
TV Sesame Street, Mr. Rogers,
Jan and Marsha. Now, think about
TV jingle. There is one that has to
come to mind: "Oh I wish I were an
Oscar Mayer Wiener, that is what I
really want to be ..."
Only in America can you combine future success and processed
pork products. The Oscar Mayer
Foods Corporation is looking for 12
newly-create-

interns who "really want to be
wieners." With a promotional line
like that, lam sure thousands will be
beating down their door.
Regardless of their sales pilch.
Oscar Mayer is really looking for 12

college graduates to drive the
"Wienermobile." a truck ... van ...
who knows ... in the shape of hot
dog. The
interns
would drive a Wienermobile for
"hot-doggin-

g"

approximately one year. They co-ordinate not only the driving of the

23-foot-l-

vehicle, but also the

ong

promotional stops along the way.
Past appearances include the Super Bowl. Mardi Gnu, the World

Series and even state and county
fairs. Fm sure that our local fair
would be truly honored lo have the
Wienermobile stop for a visit. It
would add that special element that

4

is sometimes lacking here in
Wooster.

Besides, imagine the look on
everyone's faces as they spy the
Wienermobile pulling up along side
them to cruise op and down BeaU
Avenue. And you thought all the
Monte Carlos and Irocs going up
and down the street were cooL
But seriously, there is a considerable amount of training involved.
The lucky chosen ones receive instruction at "Hot Dog High." where
they become familiar with Oscar
Mayer's many products. If the students "cut the mustard," (I swear I
didn't make that up it was in the
press release, honest) they are ready
to take to the toad behind the wheel
of the Wienermobile.
Apparently there are some real
benefits to driving a
hot dog all across the country. Oscar Mayer says that yon will be
trained m public relations and marketing, and gain valuable sales experience.
Kevin Burkun, a former driver,
says this about the program: "Forget the hands-o- n work experience
and die entrepreneurial, free thinking spirit which the Wienermobile
program instills in you. The real
benefit is life experience I learned
a lot about myself and what I was
capable of when tested under a van- 23-foot-lo-

r si
a

CP

Mom's for a year and a half.
Shifferiy described what he liked

variety of foods such as
Cippoccino. yogurt shakes, and
malts.

Mom's was established in 1968
when Lowry Center was buDt. The
previous snack bar was located near
the Holden Annex.
"Mom'sTruckStop" was the winning entry in the contest to name the
new snack bar.
Mom's attracts its biggest crowd
at night when the second shift workers. Drew Shifferiy and Pat Phelps
work. Shifferiy. who has worked at
Mom's for four and a half years, is
the supervisor and is in charge of
training and hiring all student workers, while Pat Phelps has been at

and disliked about working at
Mom's: "We like the students, and
being able to meet all the new people,
but we dis
like the late

'

.

o
ct OSCAR

.

.

23-foot-lo-

appreciation for truck stops.
Perhaps Jay Leno said itbest when
describing the experience of pikx- -

there aren't good jobs for liberal arts
majors?" And you thought that
$20,000 was going to get you into

dered at Mom's: Shifferiy contended it is the chicken sandwich,
while Phelps argued for the steak-um- s.
Shifferiy and Phelps also relayed

amusing sto
ries of events
that have taken

Shifferly described what he
liked and disliked about
place
at
Apion a
Mom's.
working at Mom's: "We like
pushy custhree
students, and being able parently,
the
tomer."
of the huge
windows have
When to meet all the new people,
been
broken in
we
dislike
late
but
the
hours
asked
few
the
past
about
and the occasional pushy
years, accordWooster customer."
students in
ing lo the em
general,
ployees. One
dow in with his knee, and a third
student just drove right through the
glass in a rt
all nnimcnrioo-aHy.course. With students acting
like that, one wonders how they
even got into college!
go-ca-

of

ing. What have you got to lose?

Except, being rejected by the
Wienermobile people

ouch.

Week

Shifferiy also detailed another
memorable experience in which "a
foreign lady danced in my trash can."
The two also agreed that there is a
big difference between the

planned
By RACHEL POPE

first-yea- rs

and the seniors who visit
s,
according
Mom's. The
to Phelps, "don't know how to fill
out the tickets and don't sign
first-year-

then-names-

."

1

student just walked right through
the window, another kicked a win-

ag

Diversity

...

occa-- s

Phelps responded "We love them
because if they weren't here Mom's
wouldn't be open."
Phelps added that the students are
also "really friendly."
Although the two seemed to agree
on almost everything, they did disagree on the most popular item or- -

MAYER POODS CORPORATION

Oa I wish I were aa Oscar Mayer Wiener .n Sack dreaau caa con tree after all, throagh m '.
iateraship with Oscar Mayer. Well partially tree. While yoa caaft actaaDy become a hot dog; with a
term of training at Hot Dog High, yoa out become a HoCdogger, and spead a year driving a
Wfcaersaobne like this one aroamd the coualry, aaakiag promotional appearances at sack
places as the SoperBovrl, Mardi Gras aad the World Series.
ety of circumstances." There is so mg the Wienermobflc. "The Oscar medical achooL
gained
much
from
But bey , if the open road, the wind
the Mayer Company is looking for 12
Wienermobile: work experience, a recent college graduates to drive in your hair and the smell of hot
real sense of your inner self and an their Wienennobiles. Who says dogs appeal to you, consider apply-

hours and

the

'

ng

Employees reminisce about memorable moments
Everybody knows Mom's Truck
Stop. Its a place to eat. to meet
friends and sometimes even a place
to study. The snack bar offers a
tradi tional griH with hamburgers and
milkshakes, but it also has a

--

s J

Late nights at Wooster's best TYuck Stop
By EMILY DUNFORD

?

Every Wooster student would
most 1 ikrry agree, remembering the
first time they ordered a cheeseburger and looked at the tickets wim
total confusion.
When asked if the College snack
bar had more ofa motherly or truck
stop atmosphere, the employees
answer was neither. It has, said
Phelps, "more of a student atmosphere."
So, the next time you have a craving for onion rings or an ice cream
sundae, visit Mom's to check out
the food and the friendly people
who work there.

If you're walking through Lowry
between noon and 1 p jn. on Monday, Nov. 14, you can expect to hear
a lot of yelling, because Lowry Center is going to host an assortment of
"town criers" heralding the start of
the Diversity Conference. That's
right the Diversity Conference has
made the move from spring semester to fall semester, bringing with it

a celebration of community.
After all, the strength of a com-

munity, according to Kim Rodger
Ferguson, the assistant dean of
for Mack stndent affairs, "lies
within its diversity. The success
and productivity of a community is
further defined through its
ethnic and
stn-de- nts

commit-memtDftxaminemnhi-

ple

please see DIVERSITY, page 8
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New physics workstations 'take the drudgery out of lab'
College has a physics lab similar to
Wooster's. They have done away
with their lecture courses in favor of
classes which consist only of three
labs per week. She didn't expect
. thatWooster wouldfollow.because
that would be giving up one of
Wooster's strengths. "We attract
instructors who are talented in that
department. We still have a fairly

By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA

Physics labs have a reputation for
being difficult, with countless time
invested in collecting data. Bat this
is changing beginning this semes-te- r.
Physics 101 and 203 students
will use computers to help them do
experiments, rather than gathering
and analyzing all of the data by
hand. According to Anna Andrews,
professor of physics, We have 12

traditional lecture format," she said.
Whikukxtnre format will probably remain, some other areas of
study must change. According to
Andrews, because of the depth of
analysis which the new equipment
allows, the physics program will
have to sacrifice some of the introductory classes breadth.
Despite the general success of the
new lab system, there have been
some minor difficulties. Andrews
said, "Our lab assistants haven't
done the labs before now. They
come in on Fridays and they do
them. ... That shows some responsibility. They've been very good

new workstations anda 13th station
that is the instructor station,1 thanks

grant.
to a Hewlett-Mello- n
The students work with Power
PC 6100s, and the instructor station
feamresaPowerPC8100. Andrews
said. The 8100 is soaped-u- p and
has video capabilities. Students can
film motion experiments and then
digitally analyze them." According
to Andrews, the instructor station
can also be projected onto a screen
so die students can see the correct
computer screen set-u- p before they
begin working on lab assignments.

s!'S,".-I
iH

"

mm'

about that."
At die present time, the lab is
lacking a camera for the instructor
station. In addition, the sheer expense of the software and hardware
will make keeping the lab
more difficult than a conven-

Each class has around 35 students,

who work in groups of one to three
during labs, Andrews said that the
lab experiments are
all new or revised specifically for
use on the new equipment.
first-semes-

ter

Andrews added mat she and Shila

up-to-d- ate

I

tional lab.

Garg, professor of physics, planned
the new labs over die summer, and
that someof Them may be used

around the' country atjdifferent universities.
er
labs are still
The
of the
in the works. About one-thi-rd
new labs should be completed by
next semester. Andrews said. The
idea is that we'll have these activity-base-d
labs for the entire intro se-

rk

photo by DARWIN

second-semest-

quence."
Andrews said that the value of the
new equipment comes from the different ways it helps students examine the material. The computers
decrease the rime and human effort
spent doingrepetitive tasks like gathering data points. Andrews commented, "We take the drudgery out

oflab."
With such components as optical
sensors, the Power PCs can gather
and graph the data themselves, leaving students free to interpret what

According to Andrews, the labs
can sometimes make it too easy to
that is typipass over the hand-wocal of most introductory physics
courses. "You really do need to

KEITH-LUCA- S

The new mtrodactory physics computer workstations allow students to Ideas on analysis rather than
collection of data.
they observe. They can really look
at the effect of the phenomenon,"
said Andrews. They ... ask 'what
does it mean? rather than just
'what's thevalue?' They can end up
with 'what's the value?' and 'what
does it mean?"
She added. That's the shift in
pedagogy; for this ... the important
thing is to know what questions to
ask, even before you know how to
answer them." In the new labs, the
questions aren't handed to the students. For example, rather than being asked to prove a particular formula, students are given an experi- -

ment to try, and are then asked to
interpret their results, finding the
relationship themselves.
It's closer to LS. because you go
in withablank slate," Andrews said,
adding that students are asked to say
what is important about their observations, rather than simply proving
something that they have already
been told is true.
Students even use their own bodies to perform some of the labs.
According to Andrews, the first unit,
on position, velocity and acceleration, features a lab in which students
must move in such a way that their

and
dent Activities
Topics, International Students Association, Jewish Students Association, Black Women's Organization,
Men ofHarambee,Ujamaa, Images,

orientation into the definition of diversity in bis speech "Diversity Embraces Sexual Orientation." Bennet
will speak at 7:30 pjn. in the Luce

motion matches graphs already set

up in the computer.

have the sense of getting the graphs
yourself," she said, adding that students are asked to do some more
traditional work in their homework
problems.
On the whole, however, the new
labs are a benefit to the program.

In this way, they gain an under-- standing of what the graphs really
mean. The students first study the Andrews believes that students
concrete physical motion, and then r should consider taking physics,
of their past experiences.
move into the more abstract realm
of mathematical analysis and inter- "Everything about physics is
learned. ... I like to think that when
pretation. Studying the motion beyou start at Wooster. you're starting
fore the math necessitates an underwith a clean slate. You're not tied to
standing of what is actually happenbow you did in high school."
ing during the experiment.
She added. That's one of our
Andrews said. They get to see a
phenomenon in all its forms, and goals to take some of the stereotypes out of physics and physics
that really helps."
experiments."
According to Andrews, Dickinson
re-"gard- less

Diversity
continued from page 7

Board-Speake- rs

cultural identities while discovering ways to contribute to an inclu-

sive fqfyHtfna community."
This celebration of diversity was
planned by a council of students.
Ferguson said that the aim behind
the formation of this council "was to
getacross-sectkn- ef
groups on campus involved torepresent diversity."
And what a cross section!
The council, although sponsored
by the Black Students Association
and led by member Nicole Henry
98, includes members from the following groups: Circle K, EMPOWER,

Liter-Gree-

k

Council,

So'

Dene House, Dream House, Sexual

Awareness, Delta Phi Alpha,
Newman Catholic Association, the
Office of Black Student Affairs and
the Office of International Student
Affairs.

The council has planned quite a
week, and is looking forward to a lot
of participation, so put these events
on your calendar
Monday Nor. 14 Dr. Robert E.
Bennet from Kenyon College will
speak on the need to include sexual

multi-purpos-

e

room.

modern dance performance in Gault
Recital Hall in Scheide, at 7 pjn.
Thursday Nov. 17 Join in The
Celebration

of People Dinner

Ban-

quet," aCaribbean feast to be held at
7 pjn. in Mackey Hall. Tickets are
$5 for staff and students, and $6 for

Tuesday Nov. 15 At 630 p jo,
aMStompm'outtheBarriersMarch"
will proceed by candlelight from those from the community. Dinner
the Galpin quad to Lean Lecture includes curried chicken, rice and
HalL where Floyd Cochran, former peas, greens, combread, barbecued
chief spokesperson for the Aryan chicken, punch and dessert. Speaker
Nation will be speaking against hate Eric Elliot will address the question
groups in a lecture entitled "Inside "How Does Diversity FitInto Higher
Education and Beyond?"
the Aryan Nation."
Saturday Nov. 19 From 1:30 to
Wedaesday Nov. 16 The
t-Windsor
Dance Company 3:30 pjn. in Lowry Room 120,
Frances Graham from the Univerbrings aYepertoirepf modern, classic, ethnic, and jazz styles" to a sity of Illinois will present "Work- Detroi-

shops for Women: Consider the
Colors of Self Esteem."
Sunday Nov. 20 Wooster students performing under the name of
the African Women's Alliance, win
perform traditional gospel from
Kenya in Lowry Pit from 6:30 to
7:30 pjn. At 8 pjn., walk over to
Myers House foraWomen of Color

Rap Session,' a continuation of

Saturday's

"Workshops

for

Women" lecture, facilitated by
Elizabeth Boyer Miles from Kent
State University.

Monday Nov. 21 The Jewish
Students Association will perform a
"Kristal Nacht Poetry Reading" in
Lowry Pit at 6:30 pjn.

0
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Curnette & Maher play Mom's 'Stargate' by no
means a 'Star Wars'

By SALLY THELEN

Among the growing masses of
hatvft tian'uignrif rmplnwrfTm.
sicSleveCuniette and Matt Maher
are sore to rise to the lop. Wah their
"honest and simple music,9 C & M

MOVIE REVIEW

hare been collecting fans in coffee-boosdubs and colleges across

:

By ASHLEY VAUGHT

Davidson).
In thecourse of the film, tfie Colo-

If films were merely ideas, then
"Stargate," starring Kurt Russell.
James Spader and Jaye Davidson
wouldabonndwimpramial. Within
the film there lies the possible answer to the question regarding the
creation of the pyramids, the disclosed secret of eternal life, and the
miracle of space traveL But a film is
more than just a mix of ideas; a film

nel and Jackson free the humans
enslaved by Ra. Jackson falls in
love with one of the less civilized
women from this strange and fascinating planet. As if all of that were
not enough for one bad film, because the Colonel is planning to
destroy the stargate, he hasanuclear
weapon with him. The nuclear
weapon is stolen by Ra who plans to
'

es,

the Southeast. Inspired by Bob
Dylan, John Prine and Paul Simon,
their music is known for its strong
harmonies and original writing.
In 1991, after meeting at Wake
Forest University in Norm Carolina, Curnette and Maher released
their demo "Think Again." The album was met by a small enthusiastic
group of listeners, spurring them to
move to Nashville and contini it their
musical endeavors. Their second
album, "Rumble of the Ages,"
re-cetv-

'If
At

:

ntation

of

those

strong reception in the East.

The band consists of Curnette on
vocals and guitar, Maher on vocals,
guitar and harmonica, and the recent
addition of Brian Hale on percussion. Their unique fottish sound
and enthusiasm is sore to win over
even more fans across the country.
In a phone interview, Maher was
far from aloof about bis success.
Energetically, he recounted the
band' s rise in popularity during their
toon along the Southeast and Great
Lake areas, increasing their mailing
listtomchideaiotalofrjOOOpecple.
He anticipates the release of their
laiest album, "Cracker Jack,"which
promises "more groove" than the
slower "Rumble of the Ages." The
alubum will be released in two
weeks.
For Maher, college audiences have
proved to be very rewarding. Because college students are into music they are often enthusiastic about
the entirely original lyrics and diverse acoustic sound. He also relishes the low maintenance of col-

lege performances. At college
shows, they are able to "just hang"
with the audience; telling stories
and jokes while singing songs.

ii the.

represe-

eda

ideas,
their co

-

"

-

In the television advertisements,
one may see shots of deserts,

bizarre costumes and action a
film that appears thrilling, to say

the least

hesion
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it

to

Earth
through

the
stargate

withaspe- -

eral that
will in-

Last week I said that the
"Puppetmasters" had invaded
this week my

send
back

cial min- -,

that is palatable for the viewer.

Steve Carmette aad Matt Maher wQ play Moat's tonight between
the hows of 9 and 11 fas the SpotSght Showcase.
Maher believes that this time to talk mentation were decided upon. This
and relate wuh the audience Is cm-ci- al emphasis is apparent in the songs
for the development of their they sing and the way these songs
music, because this "is what pop are created. Their songs are written
music is about trying to draw a individually before the music is
connection" between the songs and collaboratively
formulated.
real life.
Whether comical or sensitive, each
Both Cumeoe and Maher have of their songs is solidly written, in
been influenced by they music they an age when words have meant nothenjoyed when growing up. Curnette,
ing to many bands.
originally from West Virginia, spent
Their albums can be found fat
his youthful hours listening to the scattered record stores dotting die
messages of Appalachian folk ma-si- c course of their tours. After yon
Maher, from New Jersey, was listen to the originality of this highly
inspired by classic rock. Both these talented band tonight, only one Spotgenres are "pi --lyrically focused," light Showcase win not be enough.
meaning the message was develCome and hang out with them tonight from 9 to 1 1 at Mom's.
oped before harmony and instru

are ruledby atyrannical alien known

to them as the god Ra (Jaye

d;
ete:

the god Ra has made the Hollywood
studios his slaves.
That's the only real explanation
for why films like "Stargate" are
still made. It has the Colonel (Kurt
Russell), who is on a suicide mis-sio-n
to Wow up the stargate; his son
was accidentally killed playing with
the Colonel's gun. thus, he is capable of carrying out his mission
without any self regard. He is accompanied by Daniel Jackson,
played by Spader, who's a brilliant
archaeologist figuring out the secret
to the ancient pyramids. These two
men journey through the stargate to
"the other side ofthe universe" where
mere is a planet similar to Earth also
inhahnrd by humans. These humans are much less civilized, and
--

crease it's explosive capacity one
hundredfold. So by stopping Ra
from completing his diabolical
schemes, Jackson and the Colonel
save the Earth, Iisamazing that one
film could have" accccunxlated $6
J
many lousy subplots.
RusseQ is as convincing as be was
in his last good film. "Tango and
Cash" (that's a joke). Spader has
been gone from the silver screen for
some time, and after seeing
"Stargate" for good reason. On the
other hand, Jaye Davidson well,
with voiceovers for all his speaking
parts and special effects making him
appear menacing, bow could he err?
This unimaginative film can fool
you with its provocative trailers. In
the television advertisements, one
may see shots of deserts, bizarre
costumes and action a film that
appears thrilling, to say the least
Halfway through the film, I thought
to myself, where is the film I saw on
television? I doubt if fTl ever see it.

Big Chief remembers that some listeners want fun

Ifyou9 re looking for a record to hang out with, 'Big Platinum9
ALBUM REVIEW
By ALLE PARKER
Big Chief is hard to figure out.
Coming out of Detroit, Michigan,
they feature Barry Henssler on vocals, PhO DOrr and Mark Dancey on
guitar. Maa O'Brien on bass, and
Mike Danner on drums. The promo

for their album "Platinum Jive"
states that their sound is, "Candy for
your ears." The album's sixteen

cuts take you on an almost hour-lon- g
musical adventure, with cuts
bouncing around like so many ping- -

pong balls in a big plastic lottery
container.
One complaint people make about
music today is that it is no longer
fun. In the age of media hype and
the fifteen second sound bit, artists
sometimes take themselves too seriously. They seem to feel they are
creating something akin to the Mona
Lisa, and forget that most folks just
want to go home, put on a record,
and jam out. Big Chief lets you do
that with "Platinum Jive."
The'guitar work throughout the
album is solid. There is a definite
array of influences, almost like tak- -

ingyourPearlJam and Slcme Temple
Pilots records and mixing them with
some old Tower of Power or

Funkadelic jams, back of course
when Funkadelic made the best acid
induced funk records in the universe. It's like one huge funky,
grungy,
jam.
The rhythm section also rocks out
through much of the album. Backing the different guitar work of DOrr
and Dancey, O'Brien and Danner
provide slick tracks that really move.
The bass pushes songs along, and
soul-center-

ed

the drums provide room for the
melody lo work. Together Big Chief

would do just fine

plays tight, providingamusical landscape that frames the lyrical content

20" starts off with a cute sample,
and then delves into a slow drippy
of the album.
track that oozes funk aD over your
Lyrically, the album b simple and ears, while "Locked Out" turns dissatisfying. Big Chief sings songs tortion and a bass line into a power
that are catchy, hooky and full of anthem that rivals all the MetaHica-wannafun. For instance the second cut,
bands currently creating
"Takeover Baby." features the records that are hard to listen to.
snappy chorus, "Turn on, tune in,
Big Chief is a good band. They
take over baby, get over or get off play good songs that are fun to jam
baby," sung over jazzy funk power out to. Their work is a breath of
guitar, a boppy bass lme, and driv- fresh air in a sometimes
ing drums.
that takes itself far to seriously.. A
philosophical discourse on the state
A lot of the songs on "Big Platinum" follow the same formac inane, Cf modern politics iCt pot, but it is
lyrics over funky tracks. MD 20
fun, well done and catchy.
be

stale-scen- e

'
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Mary Chain
Storied'.&'Befhro
TKeReid brothers prove they m still capable of satisfying live audiences, after all these years
CONCERT REVIEW

vealed all; they are a little more
a little more liked and
o,
and perhaps less angry,
as the
than tbey were ten years
link Scottish town cult band. But
mat the aemiments are suH there,
those which have been mere all
themselves to five
along.
tracks from the new album, they
strode comfortably through a set
which included such Mary Chain
staples as "Head On.?Bne Milwell-know-n,

BvKOXDANGOH

well-to-d-

.

A decade after the debut of the
seminal Tiychocandy LP a
nobefcat of drenching feedback and
an almost nostalgic rebel senselessness, startling m the midst of a then
bland and ovaproducedUK scene--t- he
Jesus and Mary Chain have a
new offering. "Stoned and Dethroned," their first release since
1993's compilation The Soond of
LP
Speed" and the Grit
since the breakthroagh "Honey's .
Dead" in 1992. The new album has
been invariably labeled "mellow.",:
and tagged their "moa accessible."
which in underground music Jargon
decidedly implies the bend's having
sold-ou- t.
Le. not so good. In the
Cleveland Agora last Saturday, the
Mary Chain bom assured their purist followers and contented new fans.
Opening act Velvet Crush had
their half boor of fun. and left leaving the crowd pleased, for if they
weren't very good mey were rather
,

fan-leng- th

nkman endearing avuncular man-

ner. Muzy Star foUowed,led by the
divinely gorgeous Hope Sandoval,
and through an equally short set
didn't fail to satisfy the obviously
largenmnber of devotees in the
crowdTHopo radiating a gripping
aura within her rather disdainfully
In a period
shy stage
dorninmrri by coomless bands having misplaced acoustic pretenses,
this one. with its genuinely brooding ethereal qualities, is undepreciated. They fittingly closed with the
Bnexpected radio bit "Fade Into
You" and then an almost stirring
cover of the Pale Saints' "Blue
non-presenc- e.

Flower""

'

"'

Accompanied by a somewhat
impressive light show, the
ill-suite-

dly

Mary Chain launched into
"SnakeoMver," a track on the recent
"Crow" , soundtrack. And this re

t0

T-ftwftf-

ag

lion

v Rainy

Days"

H

and

"SidewaOang." Though revamped
they retained their efficacious and
unaifected simplicity, v
Through it all. the Reid brothers

assertedapervasrveccifidencethat
pacified the audience; Jim's vocals
were as dry and disaffected as ever
and William invariably hunched
over his Gibson hoDowbody. alternately spitting out
screeches and the rumblings of their
head-splitti-

tl$i

ng

:

i

,:

:

trademaiiarce-claadpipgression- s.

A 60s surf band gone to hell and
liking it, if ever there were one.
Someone asked, some years ago,
whether the Mary.Chain was still
needed, considering the comebacks
of both the Beach Boys and the
VelvetUnderground. They are; mey
win stm be even after the day Lou
Reed and wfaatevera left of the
'
Beach Boys decide to get together. :
They win in all likelihood never
hWaTychocandy" again never
astound and exhilarate as they once
diaa their songs become evermore
pervasive and one like "Taste the
Floor" loses its ability to shock. But
as they go on,the Mary Chain shows
that they don't have to mat they
needn't outdo themselves and that
rhere is always scinething more and
somewhere else. .The release of
"Stoned and Dethroned", and the
current tour says it aD.
Closing their set. Jim and Mazzy
Star's Hope duet on "Sometime Always." pieaenied a beautiful inter-luto the interminably prevailing
de

Tha Studio Dance Concert,
Nov. 17, 18 find 19,
Is et 7 pjTL, not 8:15 p--

I

f

.vvC

if

-

ft"

provided by WARNER MUSIC

The Jesus and Mary Chain, with Many Star sad Velvet Crush, played the Cleveland Agora last
Saturday. Their latest album is Stoned and Dethroned.'
which immediately resumed
in the finale, a glorious and frenetic
rendering of "Reverence,"rhe words
"I want to die just like JFK, I want to
die on a sunny day, I want to die in

the USA" ever so optimistic, never
more opportune.
At the end William is left alone

on stage, fingers flailing and feet
stomping on the arsenal of effects
boxes that surround him. amplifiers
groaning and writhing behind. And
then he too leaves, but the formless
sounds remain, enveloping the dispersing crowd, a foreboding of what
is next"

4108 Burbank

345-87- 55
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IT'S TIME TO APPLY FOR A RESIDENT

m.

ASSISTANT POSITION FOR THE
ACADEMIC YEAR

SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of. or those who know survivors of sexual assault. For

1995-9- 6

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE

12.-23.23.3:-13

Stargate (PG-11230. 3:10.

3)

7.-0-5.

9-.3-

0

TaSpadalM(R)

12:10. 2:23. 4:30. 720. yoa
LttOa Glaats (PG)
7:15.9-3- 5
1235, 2:45.
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10.

103

TaRlvarv7ad(P013)
Nancy Anderson
Heather
Pam Frese
Sheryl Horowitz
Mary Young

Hygeia
Kauke7
Kauke205B
Kauke8
Kauke233

.

Fitz-Cibb- on

x2319
x2371
X2256

x2438
x2217

Students may also contact the College counselors at x2319 or member
of the clergy. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City Police at
3,
1 (emergencies) or
or Security at x2590.
9-- 91

264-333-

until Nov. 18, 1994 at the
Office of Residential Life
located in Babcock HalL

Applications due by Friday, Nov. 18, 1994
in the Residential Life Office

1230. 230. 525. 7:45. 10:10

PalpFlctta(R)
7K)0,10K

Mlrack on 34th St (PO)

7:15 (FrUSat), 1235 (Sun. Stiy
after and tee Utoe Giants for five)
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In Cinq performs for Iodine Befiiciency Eeneflt
By SALLY THXLEN

If the superb talent of the two a
capella groups performing at
Sunday's concert isn't enough to

make you want to come, then the
good cause should. Wooster'sown

Van Morrison: always keeps the ; program was chosen by Circle K, a
audience entertained. The group volunteer organization in affiliation
started in January 93 under the name witfi Kiwanis dob, to be one of the
Midnight Harmony. . After some charities they will help throughout
change in membership, January 94 the year wim donations. Caused by
saw trie birth of what is now In Cinq. a lack of iodine in one's diet, this
The benefit concert is being an- problem puts one billion people
ticipated by the group. Peacock worldwide at risk, in areas such as
hopes the event will provide a great the northern Indian subcontinent,
opportunity for the College com mo-ni- the Andean region in South America,
to "come together for a good and the lesser ranges in Africa.
and enjoy themselves in the LP J), is the leading cause of mental
retardation among in

i

In Cinq and Oberiia's Nothing But
Treble will provide a great time to
listen to a little music, sans instruments, while helping out those
with Iodine Deficiency Disorder. This con-cert, sponsored by
is also the most preventable
Circle Kaad SAB,
mental defects in the world today.
is a great chance
af-flfct-

ed

aMHHi
IJ)J),

ty

cause

to help others

while entertaining yourself.
You might have heard the docking voices of la Cmq at some of
the SAB Spotlight Showcases, the
Wooster Community Center or the
Wayne Center for the Arts. If you
did, you can understand the high
energy emitted by their bopping
songs. 'The group is composed of
Richard Richards IV '96. Jesse
Elmore 97, Sieve Wheeler '96.
Doug Peacock 96 and Mike Baker
96. At the risk of sounding like a
radio station's jingo, Richards describes their repertoire as acombi-natio- n
of '50. '60's and TO's music. This variation, including pieces
from Crosby, Stills and Nash and
-

IaCaqwQ

Treble, to

fhoM by BXTTTANT BUUAKD

be aesforarfag with aa Oberfia groan, Nothiag Bat
those wm suffer frost India Defleney Disorder.

process.
Nothing But Treble is an all
women's group founded ten years
ago. It consuls of twelve Oberhn
students from every class. Their
diverse repertoire strives to repre-se- nt
styles not usually found in col-lea capella, while allowing every
membersvoice to be equally heard.
A sample of the pieces to be performed includes Joannie Mitchell's
"The Story."
Known in the area as one of the
best groups around, they have clearly
fulfilled their goal to enrich the
of women in a capella
ge

rep-resentsr-

ion

.

of

fants and children in developing nations, but k

is also the most pre-veritable cause of mental defects in the world today. The
prevention of this destructive disease is simple. By iodizing salt, a
simple and inexpensive process,
millions of people can lead healthy,
productive lives. Circle K's goal is
to provide aid for those regions in
need of this simple solution.
Not only is this concert totally
instrument free, but there is also no
cover charge. AD proceeds to benefit the relief of LDJD. will be the
result of food sales and donations,
The show starts at 8 pjn. on S unday ,
Nov. 13 in the Underground

music
The Iodine De ficiency Disorder

Jazz Ensemble hosts 'scat' singer Kurt Elling
By NAT MISSILDINE

The jazz and scat sounds of Kurt
Filing, the solo performer of this
weekend's Wooster Jazz Ensemble
concert, win explode tonight at 8: 1 5
in Preedlander Theater. The ensemble, led by Professor Jeffrey
Lindberg. will perform wiih Elling.
singing such jazz classics as The
Lady is a Tramp." "More,"
"Potkadots and Moonbeams" and
"Fly Me to the Moon."
Elling began his musical career in
Minneapolis-S- t.
Paul where he
played wim his own and other local
bands.

Since then Elling has acquired a reputation and popularity
in the Chicago music scene. He is
known as one of the more vocally
talented and innovative jazz artists
to burst onto the scene in recent
years. The flexibility of his voice
and his ingenious ability to improvise, combined with the fact that
Elling is just 26, makes him is a
promising jazz sensation in a time

when skilled jazz vocalists are
scarce.

"He is not only a great interpreter

ofjazz but a marvelous scat singer."
says lindberg. T is a 'jazz singer
in the truest sense of the word."
Lindberg goes onto explain that scat
is a singer's iuipiuvitation on
noo-aen- se

syllables. Scat has much mean-in- g

played the trumpet, and continued
by singers like Ella Fitzgerald and
now Kurt Elling. "It is avery instrumental approach to music." says

--.4

Lindberg.
Elling got his musical start in a
church in Rockford, Illinois where
his father was a church organist and
his mother sang in the choir. As a
young boy Kiting joined the choir.
But it was not unto college that
Elling made his debut as ajazz singer
in a quartet. From early in his career. Filing experimented with scat
and displayed a feel for the harmonics and chord progressions of jazz.
Steadily.EIling's unique style and
vocal expertise has been gaining
notoriety. He has been on the road
in the United States and Europe and

1

'

i

FRIDAY, NOV. 11
Environmental Sweatshirts
Sale. Lowry Lobby, 10 ajn. - 7

pjn.

Video: T-- A. Story," The Un
derground. 8 pm, SJO.
Spotlight Showcase: Cumutte

&Maber.Mom'sTruckstop.9pjn.
--

SATURDAY, NOV. 12

Film:

Information compiled from
articles and reviews from the
Chicago
and Chicago
Tribune andfrom News Services.
Sun-Tim- es

"Mrs. Doubtfire."

Mateer. 730 pjn. & 10 pjm, $1.
Band: Sana. The Underground,
10 pjn. - 2 am.. $.75.

has won acclaim in Moscow,
the Royal Dramaaten for Prince
Bcrthold of Sweden. He regularly
has engagements around Chicago,
often with his band. The Jive Bombers.
He has signed with jazz record
label Bine Note Records and is expected to release a CD m January
95 which could potentially give him
the recognition many jazz and music critics feel he deserves.
Tonight's concertis free and open
to the public

llpjn.

Red Pm Special in Scot Lanes.
Win free games! 9 pjn. -- 1 1 pjn.

Moonlight Bowling in Scot
Lanes. Free shoe rental! 11 pjn.

Leningrad and Paris conservatories.
He gave a command performance at

musically and is used when the
lyrics. According to lindberg, it is
a jazz form begun by Louis
Armstrong when he sang like he

J

--

i

12:30

ajn

'

SUNDAY, NOV. 13

Classic

Film:

"Dr.

Strangelove." Mateer, 7:30 pjn.

FREE!

MONDAY, NOV. 14
VideoTournantettbegms. Scot
Lanes, 7 pjn.

bySAB

Kart EQbjg, jazz and scat singer, wQ be
bytht
. Many feel
Wooster Jazz Easesabk toaigkt fat
that the albam 1m will sooa prodacc wQ gfft
the criiScaal ststss
he deserves. This epportaaity to
saoaldaotbti

TUESDAY, NOV. 15
Video: "Sniper - The Under
ground, 8 pjiL, $301
.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. If
Jewelry Sale: Mia's Jewelry.
Lowry Lounge, 10 ajn. -- 7 pjn.
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Lady Scots upset Wittenberg,
finish third at NCAC Tourney
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
The Lady Scot volleyball team
finished one of its more memorable
seasons in years by finishing an
impressive third in theNCACTour-namelast weekend at Oberlin.
.Wooster finished the season with a
nt
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overall record.
The Lady Scots had not partici-

14-1-

8

pated in the NCAC. Tournament
since 1990, soathird place showing
was all the more impressive.
Wooster was seeded fifth, in the
first round, so it drew fourth-seedDenison, a team that had routed the
Lady Scots
ed

15-1.15-

--

j

1- -

.

"

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

Emily Moorefleld 9S.

15-I0aw-

-9,

eek

earlier.

second-seede-

The earlier loss at the hands of the
Big Red did not faze the Lady Scots
volleyball players as they pulled off

third-pla-

the inwet, winning
3-1-

15-1-

5,

in a very

3

'The pick for Female Athlete of
the Week is Emily Moorefield 95
from Shreve, Ohio. Moorefield deserves this honor considering ill of
her accomplishments as a member
of the Lady Scot cross country team.
Most recently, Moorefield won
the North Coast Athetic Conference
Individual Championship and became the first woman at the College
to ever achieve this feat
In addition, in 1993 she was the
first woman at Wooster to be named
in cross counNCAA
try. If mat wasn't enough recognition, Moorefield was also named
Athlete of the Year in Ohio for long
distance runners.
All-Ameri- can

Her coach. Dennis Rice, says
"Emily win be missed next year.
Her excellent work ethic and discipline give her the ability to take on
the most workload of anyone I have
ever coached.'
Teammate Ellen Freeman '97
comments, "Emily is an outstanding team captain and a role model,
not only as an athlete, but as a per--

Remember to cast your vote for
Female Athlete of the Week in the
ballot box located in the women's
locker room (PEC) or under the ride
board inside the ma flroom in Lowry
Center.

S,

tightly-contest-

The Lady
legheny in the
Gators advanced by dominating the
host Yeowomen of Oberlin 15-s.

2,

Wooster played
but went down to defeat

15--

15--8,

val-iand-

3.

15-1- 3.

The Lady Scots, ledbyPatty Tam-

top-seed- ed

15--1,

staged the upset, defeating the Lady
Tigers convincingly
15-1- 3.

ed

match.

semi-final-

pulled together and once again
15-1- 1,

15--4,

y,

15-1- 3,

15--6.

Down, but not out, Wooster drew

By CINDY JARVIS
The men's and women's swim teams kicked off
at the NCAC Relays at Kenyon College last
Saturday. The Lady Scots placed fourth out of eight
teams and the Scots finished fifth out of eight teams.
Once again it looks like Kenyon will dominate the
conference. They placed first in both the men's and
women's competition. An outstanding performance was turned in by the
diving duo of Liz Helstein 96 and JuCa Snoddy 97.
They teamed up to place second in one meter diving.
-

ing 97 who averaged 2.6 kills per
game 'going into the tournament.
Also going into, the tournament,
Sarah Robertson 96 Jed the team in
assists with 7.8 per game, while
Heather. Dales 98 led in blocks.
Robertson is also known to be one
of the most acurate servers in all of
Division m volleyball, converting
attempts (.993).
299-of-3- 01

Other key contributors were Matt Kacenga '97 and
Peggy Teale '96 in the backstroke events, Mike Baas
'95 and Ben Chalot '98 in the sprint freestyle events,
and Carrie Sergi '97 and Carolyn Knox '97 in the
distance freestyle events. ,
"Although there were some great individual performances," said head coacAKeim Beckett, "asateam we
weren't swimming up toour potential. This meet gave
us a chance to see where we're at."
Today the Scots andLady Scots will travel to Mount
Union and tomorrow they will travel to Wittenberg for
their first dual meets of the season.

Kinat wins Week Nine of competition
The contestants tamed die tables
on the experts in Week Nine of the
Beat the Experts contest. All 32
contestants who entered were victorious. Through eight weeks, 114
out of 210 (54 percent) have beaten
the experts.

JefKinat97posteda

16-- 4

record

and won the tiebreaker against PJ.
Guerrieri 97 to become Week
Nine's overall winner. He picked
up three points in die standings
through nine weeks.
Other winners in Week Nine in- FMMiia. Earn op to
pr"" Jnonth. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female. No
For more
lexperienoa neccaaary.
3fiOO-$6fiO-

UtfUttflUOP Cam!
C206) 545-41-

O

art ASS21

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

ENVELOPE STUFFING
$600 $800 EVERY WEEK
Free Details: SASE to:
International Inc.
137S Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11230

dude Travis Morgan '98. Brian
Purvis '95. Gene Boober, Chris
Craig, Alan Schwartz '95, Craig
Bradley 95, David Parsons '96,
ToaVlSulzbach'97.ToddUrban'96,
MikeMartinelli'97,JoeyZenir'97,
Tun Campbell 95, Nick Donatelfi
'96, Alison Booher '95. Brian
Makowski 96. Matt Sherrick '97.
Bob Rodda, Bob CtawelL Tim Lake

'96. John Retzloff '96. Kris

Mallarnee 95. Rick Fawcett '98.
Tricia Smith 97, Mackie Feierstein
97,Mike Dannos 95,Jeff Hamilton
95, Tom Wilson '97, Matt Wagner
95, Peter Hahn 95, Matt Palm 95.
Kinat's win in Week Nine did

nothing to change the three-wa- y
deadlock in die overall standings.
BradTey.RoAlaandSmim continue
to lead the way with seven points
each. Following dose behind the
leaders are Alison Booher, Fawcett,
and Parsons who have accumulated
six points each.
Among the experts, Mike Households '95 continues to hold the lead
with a 119-6- 0 overall mark. Mark
Solis '95 trails by four with a record
Rounding out the panel
of 115-6of four experts are Peter James 95,
and John
whose record is 110-6- 9
Finn, who has established a 102-7- 7
mark.
4.

Enjoy your break, BUT while you are
chowing down on turkey and
sitting in front of a warm fire,

PLEASE LOOK AROUND FOR OLD
CLOTHES AND FOOD
THAT YOU DONT NEED!
women of Bryan House are having
a clothes and food drive after Thanksgiving,
so If you contact us we will pick up your things
or you can drop them offfat 1439 Beall Ave!
777e

All

supports People
to People

Wittenberg in the
match. The Lady Scots

Scot, Lady Scot swimmers Icick off
season at NCAC Relays

55

Congratulations and best of lock
to Moorefield and the other runners
this weekend as they compete in the
Midwest Regional Meet at Anderson University in Indiana and the
following weekend at the NCAA

7-I-

The win over Denison placed the
Lady Scots in the winner's bracket
Alwhere they faced

then-seaso-n

Moorefield
runs to
NCAC glory

15-- 9,

d

ce

Van Wie Classic

proceeds go to Mrs. Mackes house!!

NEWS SERVICES
The College will host the inaugu-

ral Al Van Wie Wooster Rotary
Basketball Classic on Friday, Nove.
18 and Saturday, Nov. 19 atTimken
Gymnasium.
Teams competing win be Malooe,
Olivet, Wabash and Wooster.
The event is sponsored by the
Wooster Rotary Club and honors
former Wooster basketball coach
and athletic director Al Van Wie. A
long-tim- e
member and past president of the Wooster Rotary Club,
Van Wie emulates the "service
above self motto of the Rotary and
has participated actively as a volunteer in the Wooster community for
more than 30 years.
As a community service dimension of the tournament, persons attending the games will be asked to
bring canned or boxed food items,
which win be donated to the Food
Pantry at People to People

CLASSIFIEDS
We have a limited number of
Mac LC n Packages starting at
$600. They are perfect for word

processing, campus network, etc
We are also having a tent sale on
software and misc. items, Taylor
room 202, exL 2252.

SPRING BREAK 95

America's

Spring Break

1

Company! Cancun, Bahamas,
Daytona

ft Panama! 110

Low-

est Price Guarantee! Organize
IS friends and TRAVEL FREE!
Earn highest commissions! (800)
32-TRAV- EL

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
earn up to $2J00mo. on Cruise
companies.
Ships or Land-Toemploye
Seasonal ft
ment available. No exp. necessary. For info, call
ext. C53621.
ur

Full-tim-

1-206-6-

34-0468

Wanted!!!
Individuals, Student Organizations and Small Groups to Promote SPRING BREAK "95. Earn
substantial MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALL THE NATION'S

LEADER, INTERCAMPUS
PROGRAMS

1-800-327-6013

MAKE MONEY PLAYING
VIDEO GAMES! NINTENDO
is looking for enthusiastic, reliable individuals to promote their
products in retail outlets
THROUGHOUT THE NATION during this holiday season. Call Gretchen,
5260

1-800-229-

J
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Scots drop sixth straight, lose M- Wooster to close out 1994 season by hosting unbeaten Trinity (TX) tomorrow afternoon
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

Stin troubled by a spattering offense, the Scot football team wis
blanked 14-- 0 by Kenyan last Satur-da- y
afternoon. A sparse crowd of
1447 at John P. Papp Stadiom saw
in the
Wooster (1-- 8 overall.
North Coast Athletic Conference)
drop its sixth consecutive decision
of the season. The Fighting Scots'
offense managed only 177 yards of
total offense, inc hiding a meager
eight first downs. The Lords, on the
other hand, ran op 382 yards of total
offense, including 23 first downs.
"You've got lo give them credit.
1- -7

said Wooster head coach Bob

Tartar. They outhk us," and they
outplayed us."
Although Keoyon ranup bignoro-be- rs
on offense and held the ball for
long; sustained drives (37:41 time
of possession), the Lords managed
only two touchdowns. The score

could have been much more lop

Wis W;r

sided, but the Scot defense came up
with several big plays which helped
keep the deficit to a minimum.
from us.
"They played keep-awa-y
We didn't have the ball moch," said
e
Tucker. "Our defense held
down, though with some big
pUys."
The Lords began the second quarter with possession of the football
and a 0 lead.. They marched the
line all
ball from their own
the way down to the Scot
line. After 6:18 bad ticked off the
second quarter dock. Keoyon was
n.
faced with a
Cornerback Travis Booker '95
stepped in front of a Kenyan receiver in the end zone for an interception, which ended the Lords' long
drive down the field.
Kenyon's next possession was
then-scor-

7--

17-ya-

rd

14-ya-

rd

fourth-and-seve-

another long,

time-consum- ing

drive.

The Lords started on their own 26
and drove to the Wooster
line, where kicker Matt Friedman
10-ya-rd

r-:-

tt

j

lined up for a field goal attempt of
27 yards. Booker once again came
1
to the rescue for the Scots blocking
Friedman's attempt and holding
Kenyon to only a 0 halftime lead.
In the second half, neither team
could mount much of an attack
against the other one. The Lords
Ben Jump scored his second one-ya- rd
-J'
..
.
touchdown run of the game to
put Kenyon up 14-- Jump's touchdown capped a
drive.
Individually for the Scots, linebacker Greg Lare 98 ihined on de15 tackfense, making a team-hig- h
les forthe garner Boeder alsoplayed
well, totaling six tackles to go along
with his interception and blocked,
field goaL
On off ease, tailback Nick Boeder
97 rushed for 95 yards on 23 carries. Punter Brent Marty '96 again
performed well, punting five times
for 209 yards (4L8 yards per punt).
"Nick Boeder ran very wen." said
Tucker. "He ran hard and had an
exceptional day for us."
The Fighting Scots will finish out
their disappointing 1994 campaign
by hosting unbeaten Trinity (TX)
)
tomorrow afternoon atJohn P.
Papp Stadium.
In addition to its unbeaten overall
.
photo by BHTTANT BUUJUUJ
record. Trinity is 4--0 in the SouthFighting Scots" to the field before
bagpiper
Band
ern Collegiate Athletic Conference. The Scot
.
.
.
.
Trinity defeated the University of last Saturday's loss to Kenyon.
17-the South 3 last weekend.
The Tigers, who are one of the cutoutforthem. What can Wooster average 30.4 points per game against
them ...Marty is now second in the
teams in Division m. do against such a formidable deNCAC in punting with an average
are no strangers to traveling long fense?
deeper
of373 yards perpunt ... Roverback
throw
"We're gonna try to
distances to games. The trip to
Dana Kreeger 95 leads the team in
airTucker.
them,"
said
against
Trinity's
fifth
Wooster will be
tackles this season with 88. Booker
plane flight of the season. They - On offense. Trinity runs an
-.
runleads the team in interceptions with
with an emphasis on
have already won games in Califorfour, and defensive tackle Bjorn
Kafoglishasrushed
Jay
(Washning the ban.
nia (Oaremont). Missouri
97 leads the team in sacks
Lake
this
on
yards
811
174anies
(Centre)
and
for
Kentucky
ington).
with eight ... Wide receiver Brian
season.
Kansas (Mfllsaps).
Quarterback Steven Wheelis has Wright 95. linrbarkrr Jamie Ruhl
In addition to be attuned to travel95, defensive end Sam Gradwohl
passes this
outstanding
completed
ing, the Tigers boast an
'95 and defensive back Gary
fcctbaU team which is known for its season for 662 yards and six touchdowns. Wheelis favorite target is Boldizsar 98 will not play in
stingy defense
4-Trinity runs the 3 defense made Andre Boldware who has caught 22 tomorrow's game. Tailback John
Graebing '96. fullback Rob
famous by the University ofMiami's passes for 325 yards and one touchMondnio "95 and defensive endTim
down. Heath Houghton is the TiJimmy Johnson in the late 1980s.
They are very aggressive on de- gers number two recjever. having Hallett 96 are questionable. Quarfense," said Tucker. They do not caught 13 passes for 203 yards and terback Scott Amstutz 97, offensive lineman Mark Harper 98.Lake,
six touchdowns. .
give up a lot of points."
end Matt Haas 95 and
defensive
comNOTES:
a
scored
SCOT
has
team
that
For a
offensive lineman Tony Humbert
TbeSccsreaveraging8JSpoints
bined 19 points in its last three con96 are probable.
tests, the Scots win have their work per game, while their opponents
7--

i-
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0.

12-pla-

y,

Th.
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56-ya- rd

(9-0-
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top-rank- ed
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54-of-1- 15
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photo by BXTTTANY BUIXARO

Tailback Nick Boeder 97 follows the block of Chad Honseholder
9Sia the Scots' 14--0 loss toKeayoa last Satarday. Boeder ended
the gaaae with 95 yards rasalng on 23 carries.

.

Upcoming Events

Last Week's Results
football:
Kenyon 14, Wcostex

0

swimming:
men 5th at NCAC Relays
women 4th at NCAC Relays

football:
Sat. Trinity (H) 1:30 pjn.

sea's baskethall:

Van Wie Classic
Nov. 9
(Malone, OUvet, Wabash)
18-1-

women's cross coantry: .
SaL MklwestRegionalsat
Anderson fJN)

is.
j

